
CAA Airspace Infringement Prevention Briefing, Shoreham Airport, 20  th   June 22.

Hi all. Just a little write up from yesterday's Airspace Infringement Prevention Briefing.
The slides from presentation itself will be sent to us to download soon so I shall 
circulate it here when I get a copy.

There were about 20-25 attendees at the evening where Rob Gratton, CAA Principle 
Airspace Regulator gave the talk. He has a multitude of experience from air traffic 
control/training and also has a PPL/IR and Night rating and has he own aircraft (i 
forget what it was) and flys often. A few titles bits from the presentation I noted 
down.

MOR's
- UK Part 21 Aircraft are REQUIRED to submit an MOR.
- Non part 21 a/c are ENCOURAGED to submit an MOR. Rob finds that odd and 
would like non part 21 a/c to be required to submit. So for example a pitts doesn't 
have to file but a PA-28 does.

Rob reiterated that you can't be prosecuted/permanently loose your licence JUST for 
an infringement or even multiple Infringements.

Threat/Error management (not to be confused with airmanship) is key to avoiding 
Infringements).

Do FREDA check's at the right times, not for example when near to turning point's.

Take2 - I.E plan to be no less than 2nm away from the boundary of controlled 
airspace AND 200ft under the base of controlled airspace (more in the case of 
hot/turbulent days/flights, perhaps up to “take5, i.e. 5nm and 5 miles).

VFR moving maps and EC/traffic are actively encouraged by the CAA. Rob can't 
understand why there are still people who don't have it. It's not seen by him or the 
CAA as cheating but he still reiterated that you need to have the backup of the paper 
chart/plog as a backup and have good situational awareness to know were you are "if
the magenta line disappears".

However, this tech can't be mandated for everyone by them as there is apparently no 
enthusiasm by the government to do so. We all got the impression by the tone of his 
voice that both he and the CAA wanted to mandate it but the DFT/Government are 
their bosses so have to do what they say.

The EC traffic/VFR moving maps has to be correctly set up and understood. I.E, read 
the manual in its entirety + paper charts as backup as when the battery goes/your 
device overheats you need to know where you are at all times.



Don't use IFR nav points for VFR flying as these points are not there in real life 
outside/on the ground!!!!

Don't forget WiFi/4 or 5g ON and fully connected when flight planning for each 
sector!

If you use skydemon, there is an option at the bottom of airspace warnings to 
"Suppress warnings for planned airspace". Make sure this is turned off!!!! As if it is
on then no matter what airspace you want it to warn you of, it will not and you will 
Infringe!

Skydemon airspace de-activation can show ahead of actual start time! We were 
shown an example of a real NOTAM for Birmingham's class D CTA which showed it 
would be downgraded to class G for a couple of hours overnight when the 
controller's were quiet, but skydemon the day before (around 8 hours before the 
NOTAM was active) when Rob was flying showed a green line around the entirety of 
BHX's CTA and it looked like it was active (I.e Glass G in daylight hours) when in fact it 
wasn't. You had to long press and look at the Green NOTAM inside the pop-up box 
when long pressing to find the actual times but if you didn't long press and just 
looked at the map you may think green = go right on through! Check/confirm with 
ATC if your not sure. Rob communicated this to skydemon to make them aware.

Also on skydemon, Glider winch cables show different in skydemon as opposed 
to paper charts and you have to long press to see what the Glider release height is. 
The paper charts show this so again it was re-iterated to check both.

The Frequency monitoring codes AIC/literature is getting a refresh and update and 
will be made public again soon.

Rob suggested the best way to have the radios/transponder set up....

- Volume right up and listen out for your call-sign and be in receipt of in order of 
importance depending where you are....
- 1st Air traffic service or if not,
- 2nd ATC station on listening watch + Frequency monitoring code + Mode S + Listen
for your call-sign or position, but change when out of range! An example was given
if an infringement into Hawarden's TMZ by an aircraft with an East Midland's 
CTA frequency and Listening squawk tuned in, over 40nm away form the nearest 
part of their zone!
- 3rd LARS - Traffic Service (remember basic service is just basic = no warning of 
traffic = Lowest priority). So if in receipt of a service from a station where the 
controller has a facility to see your position ask for a traffic service. Basic/Traffic 
service for VFR or Deconfliction/Procedural service for IFR).



Good planning = Have a Printed/written plog on paper. Don't rely on battery!

The CAA now has a neat tool where they can see the tracks of A/C around 
airfields/controlled airspace. It's called the Airspace analyser tool. Rob showed an 
example where Little Rissington's ATZ, which if people read the NOTAM's is only 
active on weekend's. At the weekend's the tracks were shown to be avoiding the ATZ
which is good but during the week it was shown that the tracks still had A/C 
avoiding the ATZ even though it was NOT ACTIVE! So if people read the memos 
they would know they could fly through it instead of skirting around it and right on 
the edge of Brize Norton's airspace!

Next onto transponders. On the ground as part of your start up checks, on the 
instruments, before brakes off, if you set a QNH of 1013hpa and cross check 
transponder to ensure that transponder is within permitted limits (+ and - 125 
feet). Remember this is what ATC see so it could show you Infringing when you 
actually are not or vise-versa. Remember though once you've done this check to 
Set actual QNH if leaving the ATZ or QFE if just operating in the circuit.

Don't use RPS around controlled airspace! Also, around here don't use Chatham 
RPS as it's under the London TMA!

A reminder that under Sera.13001 + sera 13010
Its mandatory to use your transponder (mode c/s) at all times.

It's also a rule to notify ATC/FISO/AG when entering/leaving ATZ boundary and 
to/from which direction both O/B and I/B. This prompted probably the most 
discussion between the group and Rob as several of the group had never heard of 
that rule and/or anyone saying it but Rob said it gives people in the circuit a heads up
that in short time another A/C will be entering the circuit at a certain point and to be 
aware that they may need to adjust their circuits to accommodate the joining traffic. 
I.E extend their downwind but remaining inside the protection of the ATZ which 
actually made sense. This is especially true in FISO and A/G ATZ's as the staff there 
can't give instructions. In ATC ATZ's like SHM it's more regulated and as Barry Hawkins
said at this point the VRP's such as holding at worthing pier and the tunnels and 
"remain above 1600" help this as people know once there are cleared past that point 
in a min or 2's time they will he at the ATZ boundary. But technically, even here the 
call still needs to be made here O/B and I/B. Difficult sometimes if it's busy on the 
Frequency/split frequency but there we go.

Next a reminder was given about finding out about RA(T)'s, Airspace 
Upgrades/Downgrades and ERF's (Emergency Restrictions of Flying) - for reasons 
such as fire on the ground or when a ship was held hostage off the I.O.W (or was it 
the I.O.M, I can't remember what he said) a while back. RA(T)'s are always notified in 



advance but ERF's are always unplanned and won't always show on skydemon, etc 
(especially if you don't update your NOTAM's via Wi-Fi when your at your land away 
airfield before returning home! You could be told about this over ATC but you can 
always call the NATS AIS Info Line 08085 354802 or +44 (0)1489 887515 free of 
charge! Rob has it saved in his phone and called it + played it over speaker-phone. 
It's an automated repeated recording of all the stuff currently active/due to be active 
soon and always starts with the time and date it's been updated. So if you listened 
to it as part of your self briefing in the morning and noted down what is 
pertinent to your routes for the day and then rang it back as part of your self 
briefing for your i/b route and the time and date at the beginning were same 
then you'd know nothing has changed. However if you were to hear the time 
and date is later than last time you rang then you know where would have been 
an update/something new added and you'd need to mote down if the 
updated/new info effects you. So save the number and incorporate it into your 
route planning both O/B and in I/B. When Rob rang it there were 5 current notices 
for the country but it go's through them in decent, no too fast/not too slow pace but 
try and listen to them in a quiet are if possible to get all the info! Rob gave an 
example of this where a guy flew right through the middle of an Airshow/RA(T) on his
return flight after flying up a few hours earlier on in the day on the same route before
the Airshow (and associated RA(T)) had started. If he'd of called that number he'd of 
known about it. So be careful about just reversing a route for the I/B flight 
without updating the NOTAM's/weather over WiFi/4 or 5g first whilst 
sipping/eating your £150+ Cup of tea/lunch down-route!

If you didn't know, the AIP has now had a major facelift! Rob showed us a 
screenshot in the presentation. The address is....

https://www.nats.aero/do-it-online/ais/

And as well as the usual narrow route brief there now is also a narrow route brief 
with map availability showing your route with flags with showing relevant 
NOTAM's! Some NOTAM's may be able to be ignored, such as one's that only apply 
to night time ops but it looks much better now.

Rob runs and looks after a lot of the content on....

www.airspacesafety.com

And I for one am a regular visitor to the website I can recommend it! (It's free!)
Also when asked how many of the group use Skywise, around 75% of us (including myself) put 
their hands up, which pleased Rob as he says often it's less than 50%. Again I can recommend it
and you can tailor the notifications to be sent to your email to make you are or a 
multitude of thing's like future RA(T)'s, airworthiness directives and licence/medical 
requirements. I can also recommend it! Check it out at....

http://www.airspacesafety.com/
https://www.nats.aero/do-it-online/ais/


http://skywise.caa.co.uk/ (It's also free!)

Rob re-iterated the need to ask ourselves before flight....

"Do I need to take this flight?"

I.E Are you in the right frame of mind? Are things like the weather on the day in or 
out of your normal limits, which may be lower if your out of regular practice, etc. 
Don't be under pressure from PAX to take the flight. Devise your brief to your Pax to 
say when they can/can't speak and use them as extra eyeballs in regards to traffic. 
Explain the clock-face system to them to notify you of traffic, e.g. traffic at 4 o'clock!

Also a phrase was used....

"The standard you walk past is the standard you accept".

I.E, if you see someone that isn't doing something right Inform them (and the CAA if 
required with a MOR). Demonstrate the correct way to do something and Challenge 
them as to why they are cutting corners, etc. Don't take it as acceptable as their 
actions may cause you or someone else to have an Airprox, Infringement, Accident or 
worse, loose their lives and/or cause someone else to loose theirs!

If using a VFR moving map, mount it in a sensible place, away from the sun/glare 
and use it as part of your normal scan not just head down on it all the time! 
Look outside much more than inside and use your best two assets in VFR flying, 
the MK 1 Eyeball's!

Always read the full instruction manual of any E.C Device/VFR Moving map and 
understand its use/restrictions!

Try not to broadcast over ATC when another a/c is on take-off/short 
final/landing roll in order to allow that pilot to concentrate during these critical 
phases of flight! Just think how you would like it/or how it could distract you if 
someone was blaring out over the radio whilst your in those critical stages of flight! 
But DON'T be tempted to turn the radio down during these stages of flight as 
you could miss important info from the controller/ground station that could 
deem your attempted landing or take-off unsafe, e.g. miss a go-around 
instruction or them notifying you that your wheels are not all down or worse 
still none are down at all!

That concluded the presentation and a Q'n'A followed where a few questions where asked about E.C
and the up-take and when decisions would be made about which mode the UK would settle on. Still
work to be done it seems but progress is being made! A few more questions were 
asked about the "Call when entering/leaving the ATZ" topic, which again both Rob 

http://skywise.caa.co.uk/


and Barry gave info on.

After that the meeting was wrapped up. Rob said that he'd give a copy of the 
presentation to Barry to circulate to us all and it could be shared so I'll put a copy of it
in the group when I get a copy.

Rob also gave his email address and said he'd be happy to answer any 
questions/point you in the right direction on any queries anyone may have.

His email address is....

rob.gratton@caa.co.uk

And with that the briefing was finished. Rob stayed for a short while to talk to other 
attendees who had questions comments they wanted to share with him themselves 
as and where required, as well as Barry and then, as it was gone 8pm we then all 
wrapped up and left.

Overall a very interesting evening and certainly worth attending and I think we all 
gained some handy pointers that we can all use in the future to keep us all on the 
straight and narrow and avoid “Tea and Biscuits” with the CAA!

As well as a PPL, I'm also Cabin Crew for TUI, on and off due to COVID (but thankfully,
mainly on now) since 2020 and previous to that, in the same role with Thomas Cook 
Airline's UK for nearly 12 years, right until the end and in both airlines, we use Threat 
and Error Management all the time in our role, from the briefing, right until we leave 
the aircraft at the end of our duty and you never stop learning. You can learn from 
anyone, whether than be dab hands who have been doing it for year's, to brand new 
to the job crew on their first flight's with us straight out of the training school. I can 
honestly say, I learn and absorb new thing's everyday and thankfully I'm lucky that I 
enjoy my job and often carry many of those new things learned over to my PPL flying 
in the UK and abroad, day and night!

That being said, the learning is by not re-producing other peoples mistakes so I 
encourage you to read the CHIRPS, Aviation Incident Report's published in 
Magazine's/Online often to learn/keep up to date about the incidents, etc that other 
people have got themselves in and make sure the same doesn't happen to you!

A few links for you....

MOR Reporting
https://www.caa.co.uk/our-work/make-a-report-or-complaint/mor/occurrence-
reporting/

mailto:rob.gratton@caa.co.uk
https://www.caa.co.uk/our-work/make-a-report-or-complaint/mor/occurrence-reporting/
https://www.caa.co.uk/our-work/make-a-report-or-complaint/mor/occurrence-reporting/


The MOR's Code....
https://www.caa.co.uk/our-work/make-a-report-or-complaint/mor/the-mors-code/

CHIRP
https://www.chirp.co.uk/

AAIB Reports
https://www.gov.uk/aaib-reports

I hope these notes on Rob's presentation and the links provided help you all in one 
way or another!

I'll circulate Rob's presentation when I receive a copy.

Fly Safe Y'all and I hope to see/fly with you all soon,

Cheers!

Nigel Stefanyszyn,
Secretary Of The G-AXTA Aircraft Group.
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